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Technology and School Organization
ROBERT HOWARD

THE writer, during the past
year, has served as director of the proj
ect, Instructional Innovation in New
School Facilities, supported in part by
the Fund for the Advancement of Edu
cation. This project was designed to
help teachers and administrators plan
and develop educational programs that
will be congruent with new facilities.
These new schools were built under the
direction of the University of Tennessee
School Planning Laboratory and the
Educational Facilities Laboratories,
Inc., New York.
Under the auspices of the SPL and
EFL, a variety of types of school or
ganizations are being developed utiliz
ing new technology which is reflecting
and changing patterns of instruction
and school organization. The new facili
ties contain an environment which is
supportive of new instructional patterns
and organizational forms. The changing
technology found in the schools requires
a particular type of relationship be
tween the student and teacher and
between the teacher and administration.
The older forms of school organiza
tion, and with them older forms and
styles of educational leadership, are be
coming obsolete. New types of social or
ganizations are emerging, and where
new methods of educational manageMarch 1968

nient are being instituted, in many in
stances, they are being developed with
out any established body of theory or
standardized method of procedure
available to guide those administering
the school program.
New norms of behavior are develop
ing because of a change in technology
and structure. All of those involved in
teaching and learning are constantly
attempting to reconceptualize their
functional relationship with the chang
ing school organization and curriculum.
New styles of curriculum leadership
and teaching strategies must be devel
oped in each new facility which will be
supportive of the new school organiza
tions that are emerging. Indeed, a major
outcome of the project is that the school
staffs now realize that a conceptual
period of growing length and specific
planning is required if the new patterns
of curriculum organization are to be
understood and implemented. The
changing organization requires teachers,
administrators, and curriculum special
ists who can conceptualize and compre
hend the changing curriculum patterns
as they evolve.
There is a proliferation of varieties
of teaching roles. In the new educa
tional facilities being developed in
many parts of the country, teachers
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have offices, team teaching consultation
areas, planning rooms, and other flex
ible spaces to work, rather than a desk
in a classroom.
In the open spaces facilities in which
flexibility is stressed, learning to a large
extent is student self-directed: the stu
dent works in large groups, small
groups, and alone with a variety of selfpacing programmed materials and tech
nology. In addition, there is an in
creased use of para-professionals, media
specialists, lay graders, data processing
specialists, and others.
In team teaching in the school the
functions of individuals in the social
organization are interrelated, and com
munication flows freely among various
positions; the teacher no longer has a
high degree of autonomy. The teacher
in the traditional school has had broad,
discretionary power in a highly autono
mous setting. This has been referred to
as structural looseness in the organiza
tion. The increasing complexity of the
organizational system has been brought
about as a result of changing structure
in the curriculum. It appears that more
coordination, planning, and a tighter,
more formal, organizationally arranged
system becomes necessary as the com
plexity of the organization increases be
cause of the changing structure and
technology of teaching.
As the teacher identifies less with an
autonomous situation, he at the same
time is integrating small systems into
larger ones as he cooperatively shares
with others responsibilities for instruc
tion. It is hypothesized that the profes
sional enlarges the scope of his activi
ties and discretion as a result of moving
into a more highly analytical relation
ship. He increases his creative thinking
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by being able to test a broader range of
ideas. Teachers become more useful to
the organization for what they can con
ceptualize.
Articulation
A recurring theme emerged as we
worked with teachers and administra
tors in innovative organizations. This
was the need to develop a common pur
pose and to see a functional unity
among the variety of new activities oc
curring in the new facilities. In the
open spaces where team teaching pre
vails, the effects on the organization of
drawing together formerly separate
teaching units become significant.
Traditional teaching boundaries and
departments begin to crumble. Once the
organization has changed in this re
gard, teachers appear to develop a more
logical approach to teaching in an or
ganizational sense. Team teaching with
the new technology facilitates the crea
tion of common objectives. Teachers
and administrators feel there is a need
to synthesize and to integrate the whole
school program. Articulation as a con
cept becomes real.
In the past teachers in their some
what autonomous classrooms were pri
marily concerned with developing and
synthesizing their particular teaching
domain. However, the new structural
changes and technological innovations
appear to emphasize the need for a sys
tems analysis of the total program.
One useful step toward the develop
ment of an adequate conceptualization
of changing school organization, would
be to develop a systems approach to the
analysis of the school organization, cur
riculum structure, and procedures that
are incorporating advanced technology.
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Models should be developed which will
show at least the functional relation
ship between organization and curricu
lum variables.
From Microscopic to Macroscopic

Comparatively little thought has
been given to how technology, struc
ture, and men interact to form a system
in the field of education in spite of in
creasingly significant studies being
made in industry and other organiza
tions. The utility of having a model
system performance is that it enables
one to more readily conceptualize the
variables influencing school design and
program taxonomy. Without this, one
cannot conceptually evaluate the school
as a system. Because of the increased
cooperative interaction between teach
ing personnel as, for example, in team
teaching, it becomes more essential to
view the school program and organiza
tion from a movement of microscopic
examination of educational variables
within the individual classroom to the
macroscopic view of systems analysis.
Flexible school organizations and the
associated technology appear to make
their greatest contribution as a stimu
lant to the analysis of the schools as
organizational systems. What is needed
are concepts at the systems level which
will reveal the interactions and mutual
dependencies of the many organiza
tional variables. What are the major
types of relationships that ought to be
investigated? As a result of changing
organizational forms, the following are
cited as illustrative of some of the vari
ables that need to be examined:
1. Do a higher division of labor and
changes in task structure result in fewer
roles per teacher?
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2. Does the locus of decision making
change toward higher or lower levels of
the organization?
3. How will the different levels of
professional training existing in a given
department influence the number of
levels of authority?
4. What effect does the proliferation
of teaching roles, vis-a-vis para-profes
sionals, have upon the professionalization of staff members?
5. If there is a greater differentiation
in task structure and technology, does
this require a corresponding increase in
the need for someone to coordinate sub
systems?
6. Does the supervisor need to be
more of a systems analyst (generalist)
rather than a specialist?
7. Does the introduction of auto
mated procedures and changes in tech
nology and structure result in the school
organization changing from a relatively
flat structure toward a taller, more
bureaucratic type?
8. Is the teacher's task or job en
larged or is it reduced by a further divi
sion of labor? What is the effect upon
his discretionary power?
It appears that as one works with a
school system that is in process of
change in technology and structure, it
becomes possible to rediscover the or
ganization as a social system. Perhaps
a study of the schools as organizational
systems can contribute to the birth of
new conceptions as to how the real
character of the school is changed.
ROBEBT HOWARD, Assistant Profes
sor of Education, University of Tennes
see. Knoxville.
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